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Welcome to This is Maths. If it’s mathematical, we’ll write about. We have a few underlying themes. In
every issue we will include an article on the environment & sustainability and careers. Outside of that,
anything could appear!
We have a website www.thisismaths.co.uk which we use as a vision board. Anyone can contribute to the
magazine and if you do not make the final cut, you will be able to view your article on the website.
If you are a teacher and would like to get involved, please get in touch. For each issue there are
differentiated lessons for the articles on careers, the environment and the main article on the front
cover.
Happy reading and thank you to all those that have contributed.

Environment and sustainability

William Kamkwamba delivering his closing remarks at the
2019 Mandela Washington Fellowship Summit

Harnessing the Wind with Scrap
A boy who had to leave school at 14 shows the world how to
harness wind energy by using dumped objects. Sam Burcher

Electricity from recycled materials
William Kamkwamba was only 14 years old when
he built a windmill to provide his family home in a
remote village in Malawi with enough electricity
to read by and to listen to the radio. William first
started thinking about energy when he had to
drop out of school early because his parents could
no longer afford the school fees after their maize
harvest failed in 2001. He got his idea from a
school library book called “Using Energy” and
modified a design for a windmill with materials
that were to hand such as an old bicycle, broken
PVC pipes, a pair of worn out shoes, copper wire
and a tractor fan.

William's motivation for his invention was the health of
his sisters. At night their home would be lit with paraffin
candles that emit toxic fumes similar to those of burning
diesel, which was making his sisters ill from the smoke. At
first his neighbours mocked him saying that he was going
mad, but William persevered with the design because the
book told him that it worked.

In Malawi only 2% of the population enjoy household
electricity, so Williams' neighbours, who had no electricity
at all, soon changed their minds when they heard the
sound of Malawian music coming from his house. They
were even happier when they realised that William's
windmill could re-charge their mobile phones too.
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His first attempt at a windmill gave his family enough energy
to light one room so William decided to adapt the design
further by adding a fourth rotor blade to create more power.
He asked a local tinsmith to cut more efficient steel blades
from a recycled oil drum and added a second windmill below
the original blades that had been fashioned from heated,
flattened and shaped PVC pipes. He also replaced the bicycle
chain that doubled as a pulley rotor with an old car fan belt
that worked much better.

Adapting to local conditions
The new design speeded up the dynamo (electric generator),
the sort that powers bicycle headlights, from generating 12
volts of electricity to 20 volts of electricity. This was enough
to provide energy to the battery for lighting his whole house,
plus two radios, two mobile phone chargers and a car
battery for backup power. The windmill is atop a 12 metre
tall tower made out of blue gum tree poles that can catch
the wind high above the windy village of around sixty
families. William has also experimented with a radio
transmitter that can serve his local community. He plans to
broadcast important HIV prevention messages as well as
popular music to an audience within 20 square miles.
William's project encountered several problems along the
way. He had to improvise necessary electrical components
such as light switches from the rubber off old shoes and
some springs. He also needed a generator, which a friend
gave him. With the help of other farmers, he found
discarded scrap materials on the tobacco plantations in his
locality.
Since building his windmill William has been made a Fellow
of TEDGlobal, a not for profit conference that brings
together exceptional people from around the world who
specialise in Technology, Entertainment and Design (TED). In
his conference speech in Tanzania in 2007, William said,
“When I dropped out of school, I went to the library and
read and gathered information about how to make a
windmill. And I tried, and I made it.”
William was flown over New York in a helicopter; visited
wind farms in the USA, exhibited at the Museum of Science
and Technology in Chicago; wrote a book about his windmill;
was the subject of an award-winning short documentary
film; and set up a blog about how he harnessed the wind to
produce a reliable source of electricity for his community.
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William and his wind turbine from scrap

Supporters in his native country are impressed with the
actions of a boy who did not blame his parents, the power
companies, the government, or policy makers for his lack
of education. William simply got on with the task in hand.
His efforts have resulted in his addressing the World
Economic Forum Africa in 2008, where he dined with the
President of Malawi. At the 2009 TEDGlobal conference in
Oxford, the young inventor, then 21 years old, gave a
lecture about his experiences so far.

www.williamkamkwamba.com
This article was first published in 2009. Visit the website
www.i-sis.org.uk for references and more information.

Back to school
William's story has attracted interest around the world and
through TED he has been given financial help to improve his
project by incorporating solar energy. This expanded system
has allowed him to add a deep-water well that pumps water
to irrigate crops in his native Mastala village in Kusungu
district. His next project is to re-design a new classroom for
his local school, which has no lighting or water.
Through the interest garnered by a Malawi's Daily
Times article entitled, "School Drop-Out with a Streak of
Genius" and the University of Cape Town as well as TED,
William was sponsored to return to secondary school after
five years' break and has completed his studies as an
electrical engineer at the African Leadership Academy in
Johannesburg. His next step is to start a windmill company
and to teach.

William Kamkwamba: How I built a windmill (2007)

Paying it forward with innovation |
William Kamkwamba (2017)

Get involved!
Go to www.thisismaths.co.uk/projects to find more
information on wind farms. Projects can be split into four
categories - reporting, creative writing, research and
illustration.
Reporting
Click on the wind farm button under the tab Projects and
scroll to the last page. Read the information on the Rampion
wind farm and write about it. Use your writing skills to make
it engaging. Look at the break down of article 1 to help you.
Creative writing

This is over to you. Have a look at article 2 and the break
down on the second page if you need any inspiration. You do
not have to include any maths within the article. Wind farms
are mathematical by their very nature. Enjoy!
Research
There are a lot of really interesting websites about wind
farms, renewable energy and sustainability in general.
Articles 3 to 7 require a bit of research first and then to
write about what you have discovered. The suggested
articles are just ideas if you need inspiration. Don’t forget to
write down where you are getting your information from.
Illustration
Inspire us with your best drawing of a wind turbine. We can
use the illustration within an article or upload it to the
website for others to appreciate.
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Catching up with inventor William Kamkwamba (2018)

Thales was born in an ancient Greek
Ionian city, located on the western
coast of Asia Minor (Turkey).

Thales of Miletus

Born: 624 BC

Nationality: Greek

Died: 546 BC
Thales was born in the city of Miletus
around 624 B.C. He was a well- known
public figure in his day and was one of the
Seven Sages of Greece. Among his
accomplishments were,

Thales never married. When he was
young he told his mother it was too early
to marry, and then when he grew older,
too late. It is also said that Thales
disliked the idea of having to worry about
children, but after many years, he was
quite eager to have a family and so
adopted his nephew.
Thales was interested in almost
everything, investigating almost all areas
of knowledge, philosophy, history,
science, mathematics, engineering,
geography, and politics. He proposed
theories to explain many of the events of
nature, and the cause of change. Thales
was much involved in the problems of
astronomy. He was considered the first to
explain cosmological events (solar
eclipse, equinox) by scientific reasoning
rather than godly intervention or the
supernatural.

Military engineering - He redirected the
flow of a raging river so that King
Croessus's army could cross.
Geometry - He found a way of measuring
the height of the pyramids and used
triangulation to calculate distance.
Astronomy - In 585 B.C, using his
knowledge of astronomy he was the first
person to correctly predict a solar eclipse.
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Mathematics
Thales’s Theorem
In geometry, Thales's theorem states that if
A, B and C are points on a circle where the
line AC is a diameter of the circle, then the
angle ∠ABC is a right angle.

He reasoned that when the length of
the stick’s shadow equalled the height
of the stick, the height of the pyramid
would equal the length of its shadow.
Measuring the shadow would be like
measuring the height, only easier.

How tall is the tallest building?

That question troubled Thales of Miletus.
He wanted to measure the largest
pyramid in Egypt. All the huge pyramids of
Egypt are more than 4,000 years old. For
thousands of years they were the tallest,
widest buildings on Earth. The biggest
pyramid, the Great Pyramid of Khufu was
481 feet tall. But Thales didn’t know that,
yet.

“The Father of Science”

Thales decided to discover the height of
the pyramid by measuring its shadow.
This was easier and safer than climbing to
the top. Thales used a stick to answer
that question. He pushed it partway into
the ground so that it stood up straight,
and he measured the height of the stick.

“The most difficult thing in life is to
know yourself.”
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Most of the stories of Thales’ life
have been forgotten. But we do know
that he travelled a lot, so he probably
enjoyed meeting new people and
seeing new places.

Quotes

“The past is certain, the future
obscure.”

Actual age to cat age
Practically, there is no mathematical formula
(well at least, not a simple one) because the
age of a cat does not follow a linear curve
compared with the human age. Like many
animals, "childhood" and "adolescence" occur
much faster than humans.
So it's rather from observations of the ages of
cats that veterinarians have established a
correlation table (age chart) to see an
equivalence in human age:
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Source: age-converter.com
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Interview - Architect
Vital Statistics
Hours: 40-50 per week
Starting salary:
Usually £18-22,000 depending on location
Qualifications required:
RIBA qualifications:
Part 1 (3 year degree)
Part 2 (2 year Masters degree)
Part 3 (1 year part time professional qualification)
plus 2 years practical experience.
Job title: Architect
Current employer: Marks Barfield Architects
Industry: Architecture
Hours: 40 hours per week on average
How long have you been practising? 10 years.

What's it like being an architect?
George lives in South London with her husband, 1 year
old daughter and two very ginger cats. She grew up in
the Midlands, studied in Manchester, then moved to
London for her first job and has been there ever since.
In her spare time she loves to meet friends and eat and
drink her way around the city or take in a gallery or
two.

Where are you based for work or which regions
do you cover?
I’m based in London but we do work all over the world.
What’s it like being an architect?
There are so many different aspects to being an architect
but I spend most of my time either drawing or organising
people.
What does a typical day look like?
I get up at 7am and get myself and my daughter ready. We
leave the house around 7.45am and after dropping her off
at Nursery I am at my desk for 8.30am.
I will start my day going through any emails that have
already come in, if I'm working on a project that is on site
then the builders have already been working since 7am and
there are already lots of questions for me to answer!
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I will set out the tasks that I have to get completed
by the end of the day. My work varies considerably
depending on what stage the project is at. For
example, it can take years to take a project from
concept to reality and each stage is different so
every few months the role tends to change, which
keeps it really fresh.
At the moment I’m working on a concept for a
marketing suite, which involves lots of scribbling on
tracing paper and liaising with the client to try and
work out exactly what they want, whilst also
designing an interesting and exciting building.
Whereas a few months ago I was finishing a project
on site, which means lots of time out of the office,
walking around a building site to make sure that
the builders have created what we had drawn and
addressing how to change it if it looks different.
As an architect you are always learning new skills
or about a different material or how to construct
your design, and you meet so many different
people in all different fields to teach you along the
way.

Are there any specific qualifications you are
required to have in your field?
Yes, lots! To be an architect in the UK you have to pass all
three parts of the RIBA qualifications: Part 1 (3 year
degree) Part 2 (2 year Masters degree) Part 3 (1 year part
time professional qualification) along with 2 years
practical experience. But it’s not as scary as it first
sounds, after doing your degree that’s when you get your
first job in architecture as a part 1 assistant.
What did your career journey look like - how
did you get to where you are today?
After I finished my degree at Manchester University, I
went to work for Hopkins Architects LLP in London as a
part 1 architectural assistant. I stayed there for nearly 7
years working in the summer holidays between
university years and qualified as an architect in 2012.
I started working at my current practice in 2014. Its
much smaller than Hopkins with only 25 people but they
do lots of fun, creative, beautiful projects. I have
recently had the pleasure of being project architect on
an Observation tower in Brighton called the British
Airways i360 which was designed and conceived by the
practice over 10 years ago and has finally come to
fruition.

Marks Barfield
Projects

Top: i360
Right: Spiral café,
Birmingham

Was there anything you liked doing at
school that helped you get to this career?
I always loved art and maths - neither are
essential to being an architect but both feature in
the job.
What did you want to be as a child when
you 'grew up'?
An Artist or a Lawyer.
Can you remember your parents or
teachers wanting or encouraging you to
go into a specific career when you 'grew
up'?
I was lucky enough to go to an all girls school
where we were told we could do anything! I had
some great teachers that really pushed me to
achieve and gave me the confidence to take
anything on.

Has anyone ever been surprised when you
told them that you were in this role?
Yes. Female architects, especially young ones, are
more common but it is still a very male-dominated
industry, especially on site where the majority of
the contractors and builders are men.

What do you think are attitudes towards and
expectations of women in your profession?
Unfortunately, a female architect doesn’t necessarily
command as much respect in the role as their male
counterpart. For example, I have been on site with a
less experienced male colleague but subcontractors
directed their questions at him as they assumed he
was in charge. It doesn’t happen all the time but isn’t
uncommon.

What advice would you give to young girls
who are aspiring to be in your role, or who
maybe haven't even considered it as a
career?
Architecture has so many fantastic career
opportunities - don’t be put off by how long it takes
to qualify. There are so many different jobs you can
do with just the degree as training. If you are
interested in it, try to get work experience in an
architect's office and talk to people about how and
why they got there. You'll be hard pushed to find
one that doesn't love their job.

What are the challenges and benefits of
being an architect?
The job itself is very challenging. There are so many
facets to the role that there is no way you can know
everything, so you have to make sure you know
enough to ask the right questions. It can feel scary
when you feel out of your depth, but electrifying
when you get it just right.

Visit www.thisimaths.co.uk/careers

What’s your favourite part of your job?
I draw and create everyday and get paid for it!
What 3 things do you have to like to do your
job? eg. problem solving, working alone,
working with people etc.
You need to like being creative, working in a team and
problem solving. Liking architecture is useful but I’d say
it’s not actually essential.
Marks Barfield Projects
Below: Plan of i360
Right: Scale model of Oasis cycle centre, South East London.
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My maths journey
Marcie Baxter

Mathematics, my biggest enemy. Year ten, a year filled with tears, anger and
pure frustration. GCSE’s are a heavy workload regardless, but my hatred for
maths made it ten times harder. Why couldn’t it be easier I thought, who really
needs this sort of stuff when calculators exist?
Now I wouldn’t say I was horrendous at the subject, but I was certainly on the
border of failing. Some people said I just didn’t have it in me, or that maths was
‘a piece of cake.’ Barely scraping grade fours by the end of year ten, that was it I
thought. One teeny bit of exam stress would tip me over the edge. Failure was
almost guaranteed, year 11 was only for revision, right? Balancing my mental
health, friendships and education, yeah this wasn’t for me.
However, year 11 hit me different to how I expected. A fresh start. A new
teacher that believed in me like no one else, someone who seemed to give up
every minute of their day to answer my silly questions, and accepted my
frustration, and was able to show me a side of myself I had never found. This
was my year. Tears were still present of course, but at last, I was progressing.

Exam scores went from two, to eight, to fifteen, to thirty, some days to as close
as 45/80. I dedicated myself, two MathsWatch lessons a day, attend all maths
catchup sessions I was offered, and question EVERY time something confused
me. None of this was easy, but it was finally possible.
Sometimes all that is needed is a fresh mindset, someone who believes in you,
time and patience.
It wasn’t my skill leading

me to failure,
but the fear of failure.

Planet Earth
Our home planet provides us with life and protects us from space.

GET INVOLVED!
V i s i t www. t hi s i smat hs . c o. uk/ l i t erac y
The information on planet earth has been broken down into 6
categories- space, atmosphere, sea, ground, under earth and
humans.
Read the information and present it in a creative and engaging way.
Why not do your own research and include your discoveries in your
presentation. Take a look at the following presentations for
inspiration.
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To view all finalist and see the mathematical functions that made
the art, visit www.desmos.com/art
Below are a selection of finalists from the age category 13 –14.

Finalist
Gaia Munno
Lazio, Italy

2nd Place
Valerie S.
California, USA
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1st Place

Kari Yatsushiro
Oregon, USA
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Test it!

If you measure the outer and inner radius of a roll of material you can use the
formula to work out the length of the material. The only other bit of
information you need is the thickness.
This formula is not 100% exact but it is very close. You could test this formula
with a toilet roll to see how good it works. Make sure you roll it back up again
after. You don’t want to waste it.
You need to make sure all measures are using the same units. It would be easy
to get this wrong with a toilet roll as it makes sense to measure the radii in
centimetres and the thickness in millimetres.
I predict the accuracy is lost a little when the thickness increases relative to the
radius. Only one way to find out.
Good luck.
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US ELECTION
3rd NOVEMBER 2020
Elections in the US
 The election happens every 4 years.


The turnout for the 2016 election was 55.7%.

Joe Biden

Donald Trump

Democratic Party

Republican Party

Education in the US
 88% graduate high school


32% have a degree.

Top 5 populated cities

House
of
Representatives

US - Key stats
 Land area 9.834 million km²


Population 328.2 million



Highest point of 6,190 m is in the
Denali mountain range - Alaska

The United States is not just an economic and political
giant on the global stage, the country also has one of the
largest land masses at its disposal.
Altogether, the country spans 9.8 million km² making it
the third largest country in the world.
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Land use

Sources
Text: www.visualcapitalist.com/america-land-use/
Maps: The McHarg Center—www.mcharg.upenn.edu

US Economy
 £1 : $1.31 (Aug 2020)


GDP $21.43 trillion (2019)



Median salary $49,764 (2020)

It’s clear that even a little space goes a
long way. Although urban areas take up
only 2% of land, an overwhelming
majority of Americans call cities their
home. As of 2018, urbanites made up
over 82% of the U.S. population.

Agricultural, food, and related industries contributed $1.05
trillion (5.4%) to U.S. GDP in 2017. Wheat, corn, and soybeans are the
major crops grown in the U.S. Corn, in particular, is a unique crop with
a myriad of uses, from food to fuels. Up to 40% of U.S. corn is turned
into livestock feed, with cows consuming over half (56%) of this
amount. At present, the U.S. is the world’s largest beef producer,
followed by Brazil.
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Questions

Check your answers at www.thisismaths.co.uk
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Website

Visit the website: www.thisismaths.co.uk


Contribute to future projects



Access additional articles



View lessons relating to articles



Check answers



Make inquiries

Next issue - November to December.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed.
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Maths questions

Check your answers at www.thisismaths.co.uk
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Crossword

Sudoku

Knight’s tour

Check your answers at www.thisismaths.co.uk
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